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This two-in-one special edition offers devotional messages and interactive Bible studies from point

of Graceâ€”the Christian pop musical group sensationâ€”that will get young women thinking on their

own and growing in their faith. In this comprehensive and accessible inspirational workbook, the

members of Point of Grace provide young people with real answers to the issues that are most

important to them at this crucial juncture of their lives. Covering topics like self-esteem, body image,

dating, and friendship, the Point of Grace girls are a â€œmom-trustedâ€• group, full of sound,

faithbased advice. Along with the twenty-four devotional readings written by the Point of Grace girls,

readers will also enjoy an interactive Bible study guide that is designed to help readers connect with

God, grow within themselves, and deepen their Christian values.
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There was no information given about the age this book would be appropriate for. I purchased it for

a young adult who has completed a year of college. It is too young for her. She is going to try to use

it a little anyway. It seems like a good book but it is more appropriate for someone younger.

We've just begun a new group for 13-17 year old girls and were looking for a "tool/resource". This is

perfect, frees us up to not have to "reinvent" the wheel, the foundation principles (relationships) are

in the correct order and our young ladies are excited to begin something designed especially for

them. Thanks.



The girls were excited to receive their new books, but our girls are both on different reading levels to

include different reading comprehension....I have done several adult bible studies (Beth Moore) and

I find this book more on an adult level labeled "not easy read".I wanted a devotional that would not

make studying the Bible seem so much like work. I feel to get the benefit from this Devotional, we

will have to do it has a family. Doing a devotional with the family is not bad thing, just not the reason

I ordered this book. I ordered the book because it had Beth Moore's endorsement, but Beth Moore

is very deep and thorough on an adult level and sorry, but these authors are just not Beth Moore.I

recommend anyone that is more mature in their spiritual walk use this devotional. However, for a

beginning christian, not so much. Thanks to the authors for being willing to write such a book; not

my thing which is why I depend on authors....so wonderful that the authors are following God's

calling....Try it, your spiritual needs may be different than my household. LoveNameBrans

My daughter & a few of her friends decided to try this study as they were entering high school. It has

brought up some good discussions around their growing faith, dating, gossip, friendships, etc.

Myself (Mom) and two other mothers take turns leading it. I would recommend it to others!

My husband and I were looking for ways to get our pre-teen more involved with the bible and also to

help her mature in her faith and life in general. She does a lesson everyday and we go over the

questions with her. This has helped her so much and gives us all the family time everyone should

have with their children. We have seen a lot of change in her since she's been working on this. It

has been a blessing to have found this book.

Not only am I going through the devotional, my 2 precious Granddaughters have also received this

personal devotional from me, that encourages a personal daily relationship with Jesus Christ and

how to deal with tough situations and circumstances that they go through in the world as it is as a

teenage girl who truly desires the Standard of God to be the center of their lives!
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